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Which artwork has had the biggest impact on you – why?
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Chose an ordinary everyday object. How might Jeff Koons transform it into
an artwork?

Exhibition Activity

Describe or draw your object here and explain your ideas for its transformation:

“The most subversive
artist alive today”
Jeff Koons is one of the world’s most famous living
artists. You’ll find that the following themes and
ideas reoccur in this exhibition:
Ordinary to extraordinary: transforming
popular, readymade, everyday things into
artworks
Playing tricks on the mind: mimicking
materials, and making the seemingly
impossible possible by pushing technical
boundaries
Involving the viewer: empowering us
by involving us in the artwork as we see
ourselves reflected
Extremes in the making: the biggest,
the shiniest, the most technically brilliant,
the most care, time, and skill dedicated

Please return the objects to the desk
at the entrance of the exhibition.
All artworks by Jeff Koons © Jeff Koons

Past connecting with present: art from
the past meeting the here and now

Thanks
for taking part
in this activity

Use the accompanying
objects carefully to explore
the exhibition.

AND REMEMBER
– please don’t
touch the artworks.
Help us keep them
flawless.

Use these questions and activities to explore the exhibition.
Which do YOU think are relevant to each artwork pictured?
Notice reoccurring themes and ideas.

Gallery 2
Look for differences and
similarities between the
source of Koons’s inspiration
– Venus of Willendorf
(around 30,000 years old)
– with Balloon Venus.

Gallery 1

How does the
artist transform the
ordinary into the
extraordinary?

How does past
connect with
present in the
artwork?

Consider and
discuss if and how
the objects in
your box connect
to the artworks

Gallery 3

In what ways
does the artwork
demonstrate
extremes, in terms
of scale, materials,
technique etc.?

Where and how
are you reflected
in the artwork?
How does this feel?
If you could transform
the pig in your box into
something amazing – what
scale would you chose and
which materials?

How does the
artwork play tricks
on your mind?

